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Item 
1.  Welcome/Logo Overview Jennifer Hatfield shared with the committee 

the transition of our new district logo.  It 
began last May with a sketch of various 
academic disciplines and activities drawn in a 
circular logo, with our vision encircling it: 
Achieving Excellence. When trying to 
translate this into a graphic image, it became 
evident the logo was too “busy.”  Jen then 
researched and reviewed many other logos, 
and presented several different mock-ups to 
the CDEP committee in Oct. 2008.  As 
educators, we are trying to help students 
embark on “new horizons” by instilling 
knowledge and character.  The proposed 
designs all feature this theme, while stating 
our vision. 

2.  Building Support:  Key Concepts 
We will review some of the important concepts critical 
to building support for our CDEP and Building Plans. 

Sue shared a handout listing Essential 
Elements for us to use as guiding principals in 
our work as a CDEP team.  These include: 
• Clarity of Purpose – Are we clear, 

exactly around what we seek to 
achieve? 



 
• Collective Inquiry – Are we 

continually asking the right 
questions? 

 
• Data Based Decision Making – Do we 

benefit from useful, relevant, data? 
 

• Continuous Improvement – Are we 
always interested in “the next 
level?” 

 
• Prevailing Optimism – Do we really 

believe it’s possible?  
 

• Rigorous Measurement and Reporting 
– Do we track and reveal results? 

 
• Inclusion and Invitation – Are we 

building coalitions? 
 

• Walking the Talk – Do others see 
our positive stance? 

 
• Planned Strategies – How have we 

created a roadmap and aligned our 
efforts? 

 
• Continual Communication - Are we 

consistently, clearly getting the 
message out? 

As we move forward with our CDEP goals, 
these essential elements should always guide 
our work.   

3. Review:  Building Plans 
Each of our buildings have submitted their Building 
Plans.  In discussion groups, we will review the Plans 
according to key criteria. 
Reference:  Building Plan Review Criteria 

The committee split into three groups, and 
reviewed each of the three building plans 
making notes/comments, using the Building 
Plan Review Criteria form.  Questions 
included: 
1.  Are the Building/Department Goals in line 
with the District Goals? 
2.  Are the Goals written criteria in the 
SMART format?   
     (Specific * Measurable * “Achievable” * 
Result-Based * Time-Related) 
3.  Are success indicators clear?  (Using 
evidence and/or data) 
 
4.  Do we have the resources identified to 



support the strategies identified under each 
Building/Department Goal? 
 
5.  Are the Goals important to the success of 
the District Goals?  How so? 
 
6.  Is there a high probability of success? 
 
7.  Will our staff and community be 
supportive of the Goals and Strategies, 
recognizing their importance to student 
achievement? 
 
After all plans were reviewed, groups gave 
feedback summaries to Sue.  Sue will compile 
and get feedback to building principals to add 
to their draft plans.   Final 2008-09 building 
plans will be shared with CDEP at our Jan. 
meeting. 

4.  Closure 
• Next Strategy Session – January 15, 2008 
• Action Items 

 

• Quick Process Check 

 
 

People united in common purpose, accomplish great things… 

 

 

 


